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Success stories 

Urban Cellar Door 
Drives Business 
Growth for Patritti 
Wines 
 

Solid foundations in 
place for growth 

The COVID-19 pandemic and 
trade barriers have driven 
Patritti Wines to implement a 
diversification strategy based 
on their unique suburban 
cellar door and Urban 
Vineyards.  

The Challenge: 
Enabling Growth 

In 2020, the business faced reduced 

export sales due to Trade Restrictions, 

compounded by reduced sales to 

traditional channels due to Covid 19. 

General Manager, Justin Tiller 

approached the Entrepreneurs’ 

Programme (EP), for assistance. The 

family owned business, which was 

founded by Giovanni Patritti in 1926, had 

identified the opportunity to better 

capitalise on their unique suburban cellar 

door and Urban vineyards. 

Working with Robert Lloyd a Growth 

Facilitator from the Australian 

Government’s Entrepreneurs’ 

Programme Delivery Partner Business SA, 

it was identified that the business needed 

to develop and evaluate an appropriate 

design and concept to capitalise on this 

unique position. As part of this strategy, 

Robert highlighted the need for a 

marketing plan and marketing materials 

including an online and digital strategy. 

Other areas also identified included the 

need for concepts aligned to the overall 

brand position of the company. 

Implementing the 
recommendations 

Supported by the program’s growth 

grants, Patritti developed a 

comprehensive growth strategy, as well 

as new marketing materials that included 

an upgraded digital presence in the 

market. 

In addition, they undertook the 

renovation and refurbishment of their 

existing cellar door with an expansion to 

accommodate visitors in the latter part of 

the week and provide entertainment and 

food as part of a broader hospitality 

offer. The location provided all the 

benefits of a regional cellar door with 

minimal travel time from the southern 

suburbs. 

Rapid acceptance 
flows 

The implementation of these 

comprehensive upgrades and improved 

hospitality concept has seen the venue 

become a popular destination regularly 

reaching licensing capacity.  It has quickly 

attracted publicity as people take to the 

convenience and regional atmosphere 

offered within an urban winery. 

“The upgrading of our facilities 

and promotion has provided a 

significant boost to cellar door 

visitation and a regular clientele 

who have come to the enhanced 

cellar door for new experiences 

and to sample our unique urban 

vineyard collection.” Justin Tiller 
General Manager Patritti Wines  


